2021-2023 Title I, 1003 ESF-Focused Support Grant

Letter of Interest (LOI) Application Due 11:59 p.m. CT, April 21, 2021
NOGA ID
Authorizing legislation Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA), P.L. 114-95, Section 1003, School
Improvement

Application stamp-in date and time

This LOI application must be submitted via email to loiapplications@tea.texas.gov.
The LOI application may be signed with a digital ID or it may be signed by hand. Both forms of signature
are acceptable.
TEA must receive the application by 11:59 p.m. CT, April 21, 2021.

Grant period from

June 3, 2021-August 31, 2023

Pre-award costs permitted from

Award Date

Required Attachments
1. Excel workbook with the grant's budget schedules (linked along with this form on the TEA Grants Opportunities page)
2. Pathway 1: Pathway 1 Supplemental Pathway Attachment
3. Pathway 2: Pathway 2 Supplemental Pathway Attachment
NOTE: All applicants MUST submit an appropriate Supplemental Pathway Attachment for EACH CAMPUS on behalf
of which the applicant is applying.

Amendment Number
Amendment number (For amendments only; enter N/A when completing this form to apply for grant funds):

Applicant Information
Organization Lighthouse Public Schools
Address 8138 Westshire Drive

CDN 015825

Campus 015825001

City San Antonio

ZIP 78227

ESC 20 DUNS 149509668
Vendor ID 1743016634

Primary Contact Donald L. Mills

Email donald.mills@lighthousesa.org

Phone 9722159945

Secondary Contact Jose Zavala

Email jose.zavala@lighthousesa.org

Phone 2102367693

Certification and Incorporation
I understand that this application constitutes an offer and, if accepted by TEA or renegotiated to acceptance, will form a
binding agreement. I hereby certify that the information contained in this application is, to the best of my knowledge, correct
and that the organization named above has authorized me as its representative to obligate this organization in a legally
binding contractual agreement. I certify that any ensuing program and activity will be conducted in accordance and
compliance with all applicable federal and state laws and regulations.
I further certify my acceptance of the requirements conveyed in the following portions of the LOI application, as applicable,
and that these documents are incorporated by reference as part of the LOI application and Notice of Grant Award (NOGA):
LOI application, guidelines, and instructions

Debarment and Suspension Certification

General and application-specific Provisions and Assurances

Lobbying Certification

Authorized Official Name Donald L. Mills, Ed. D.

Title Superintendent

Email donald.mills@lighthousesa.org
Signature
RFA #

Donald L. Mills, Ed. D.
SAS #

Phone 972-215-9945
Digitally signed by Donald L. Mills, Ed. D.
Date: 2021.04.16 14:15:30 -05'00'

Date 04/16/2021
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Amendment #

Shared Services Arrangements
Shared services arrangements (SSAs) are NOT permitted for this grant.

Number of Campuses Included in this Application
Pathway 1

0

Pathway 2

1

Statutory/Program Assurances
The following assurances apply to this program. In order to meet the requirements of the program, the applicant must
comply with these assurances.
Check each of the following boxes to indicate your compliance.
1. The applicant provides assurance that program funds will supplement (increase the level of service), and not supplant
(replace) state mandates, State Board of Education rules, and activities previously conducted with state or local funds. The
applicant provides assurance that state or local funds may not be decreased or diverted for other purposes merely
because of the availability of these funds. The applicant provides assurance that program services and activities to be
funded from this LOI will be supplementary to existing services and activities and will not be used for any services or
activities required by state law, State Board of Education rules, or local policy.
2. The applicant provides assurance that the application does not contain any information that would be protected by the
Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA) from general release to the public.
3. The applicant provides assurance to adhere to all the Statutory and TEA Program requirements as noted in the
2021-2023 Title I, ESF-Focused Support Grant Program Guidelines.
4. The applicant provides assurance to adhere to all the Performance Measures, as noted in the 2021-2023 Title I, ESFFocused Support Grant Program Guidelines, and shall provide to TEA, upon request, any performance data necessary to
assess the success of the program.
5. The applicant provides assurance that they accept and will comply with the requirements of Every Student Succeeds
Act Provisions and Assurances.
6. The applicant assures that any Electronic Information Resources (EIR) produced as part of this agreement will comply
with the State of Texas Accessibility requirements as specified in 1 TAC 206, 1 TAC Chapter 213, Federal Section 508
standards, and the WCAG 2.0 AA Accessibility Guidelines.

7. Title I served Federally Identified campuses awarded this grant will engage in the Effective Schools Framework (ESF)
continuous improvement process and create a plan to be submitted to TEA that addresses the selected pathway aligned
to the Essential Actions (EA) from the ESF.
8. The applicant ensures it will notify the Vetted Improvement Program provider of intent to apply and, if awarded,
will work in good faith with the Vetted Improvement Program.
9. For all pathways, the applicant will budget at least the minimum amount indicated in the Budget Object Code 6200 Profession and Contracted Services.

RFA #

SAS #
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Vendor ID 1743016634

Amendment #

Statutory/Program Assurances, cont'd.

10. The applicant will identify a campus leader, on each awarded campus, who will be responsible for managing the
grant project.
11. The applicant will provide access to TEA and its Vetted Improvement Partners for on-site visits to the district and
campus(es) as appropriate.
12. The applicant will attend and participate in grant orientation meetings, technical assistance meetings, other periodic
meetings of grantees, and sharing of best practices through the TEA program office.

13. The applicant provides assurance it will participate in all grant requirements including but not limited to an
ESF Self-Assessment, and ESF Diagnostic, developing a web-based improvement plan, submission of funding and
pathway progress reports.

RFA #

SAS #
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Vendor ID 1743016634

Amendment #

Summary of Program
1. Describe how the LEA will support campus(es) in carrying out school support and improvement activities, including how the
LEA will develop a web-based improvement plan for the eligible campuses selected for this grant.

We have adopted three (3) if-then statements within our TIP. 1) If district policies and practices ensure that campuses have effective,
well-supported teachers and district policies support the effective use of standards-aligned GVC and assessments, then students should
be able to learn at adequate levels of performance to meet both state and district standards; 2) If the district provides the campus with a
standards-aligned guaranteed and viable curriculum (GVC) and scope and sequence and the district provides a data assessment
platform to capture assessment data by item and student level, then the teachers should be able to develop, implement, and assess
better lessons creating better learning opportunities for students; and 3) If the district ensures access to high-quality common formative
assessment resources aligned to state standards for all tested areas and PK-2nd grade math and reading, then the teachers should be
able to recognize teachable moments for both instruction and reteach needs of the students assisting them in filling their individual
learning gaps. Since we believe these statements, we will provide the opportunity and support for such to come to reality.
We will continue to provide support to the campus by assisting them with the development of the master schedule and allowing them
to have liberty and flexibility aligning their resources, teacher allocations, materials, spacing to align those with the needs identified in
the ESF Diagnostic completed in 2018-19SY. By removing any possible barriers perceived to be in place from the district office, this
would allow the campus to really take action and implement plans they develop and empower them to be responsive to their
designated school leadership team & the DCSI. This would allow them the flexibility to create the learning environment they feel best
suites their campus needs through human capital, budget allocations, and facility use to include community and parental engagement.
The district will continue to provide a data collection and review platform in which the campus can utilize all instructional tools,
benchmark assessments, district curriculum tools such as TEKS Resource System, eMAT resources, ESC-20 services, and other third party
vendors. The district will support the campus leadership team in their efforts of taking whatever steps and measures necessary to meet
and improve the levels triggered during the ESF Diagnostic to include 2.1, 5.1 & 5.3 Essential Actions. The district has revamped the
district webpage and the campus pages to link more items to a digital platform therefore allowing all stakeholders easy access to
information and resources timely and easily. The use of Google School Platform has assisted in that manner as well.

2. Describe how the LEA will monitor schools receiving the ESF-Focused Support Grant, including how the LEA will: (a) Monitor a
web-based improvement plans upon submission and during implementation, and (b) Implement additional action following
unsuccessful implementation of such plan after the first year of the grant cycle.

The district will continue to support and monitor the activities from the campus to ensure compliance and offer support through:
Monthly/Quarterly budget reviews, bi-weekly updates for staffing requests/adjustments, weekly leadership team meetings between
campus and district to check in and assist in practices, schedules, calendars, materials/supplies, and any other resources potentially
needed.
Bi-weekly meetings will occur to review calendar of events once awarded to ensure PD is scheduled and organized with the third party
vendor E-3 Alliance. The DCSI will assist with this planning and implementation stages early on so summer schedules can be adjusted as
necessary.
Weekly campus visits from DCSI will assist in ensuring that the target goals are being met and updated regularly on the TIP.
Direct coaching will occur from the DCSI when needed and observed gaps or areas of concern or lacking development. DCSI will also
conduct random walk-through(s) with the campus leadership team for calibration purposes of T-TESS and alignment to the TSI (HB-3).
Every 6 weeks there will be data analysis with support from the district and external providers. When necessary ESC-20 will be brought
in to assist use of tools and supports that are local and readily available. The district will collaborate with the third party vendor and the
campus to create corrective implementation strategies and to implement monitoring of the holistic implementation, evaluation, and
adjustments of all corrective action plans and strategies to include the Charter Academic Plan and the Targeted Improvement Plans
including board goals and community stakeholder meetings.
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Goals, Objectives, and Strategies, Performance and Evaluation
1. Describe how the LEA will modify, as appropriate, practices and policies to provide operational flexibility to the awarded
campus, that enables full and effective implementation of the Effective Schools Framework Essential Actions aligned webbased Improvement Plan.

As appropriate and necessary, the district will adjust policies and procedures to provide the maximal amount of flexibility to
the campus to fully align and implement the Effective Schools Framework Essential Actions by eliminating archaic,
ineffective practices and procedures that the charter has implemented over time even when this requires a potential
charter school non-expansion amendment. Ensuring that the school has placed explicit and rigorous standards in place,
especially newly adopted from the Art of Teaching Reading Academies, and HB-3 board goals and objectives. When our
benchmark and curriculum based assessments show gaps, root cause analysis tools will be implemented to ensure the
school quickly and timely gets back on track from being data informed. All stakeholders within the district and campus will
be pulled together to plan and implement all school improvement and student achievement initiatives. We will address
and modify support as needed throughout the school year and our ADSY days for intervention/intercession.
We will continue to support teachers with the resources they need to ensure well rounded curriculum programs exist for
them and students to have access to and implement. We will continue to support remote learning for both students/
parents and teachers to ensure they have a curriculum based on assessment data to push students academically forward
and to allow for reteaching to address the unfinished learning in our students that our data shows to be 4.2 to a full year
behind. We will present a collective commitment to this support and goal. We are encouraging 100% IPL for 21-22 school
year. We are reviewing the best fit for our scholar and team. We will build capacity through ongoing review and
realignment of our lesson planning tool as well as our locally developed scope and sequence. We are currently working
with ESC-20 and alignment with the TEKS Resource tool. We have acquired software systems to assist in data collection and
assessment and acceleration of student gap areas. We will continue to visit this piece as we know it is vital and a not strong.
The upcoming school year we surveyed parents and with their support, we have adjusted our bell schedule to be from 8-4
daily with 30-1/2 days of ADSY as well. With the support of our scholars parents, we are also doing an early release on Friday
afternoons for data disaggregation, parent teacher conferences, professional development, vertical alignment, professional
learning communities and communication/planning sessions. These will assist in training and supporting young, new to
the field educators that could be from either an alternative certification or university program. Developing our instructional
team is one of the largest and most important aspects of this grant for us. Our instructional leadership team is also under
development at this time. All three of the leaders only have experience and exposure to charter schools here at Lighthouse.
Under the guidance of the new superintendent, exposure to more modern and updated instructional practices and
programs are being adopted and expected.
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Budget Narrative
1. Describe how the proposed budget will meet the needs and goals of the program, including for staffing, supplies and materials,
contracts, travel, etc. If applicable, include a high-level snapshot of funds currently allocated to similar programs. Include a short
narrative describing how adjustments will be made in the future to meet needs.

The budget does align to our current use of other federal funded Title programs. We will also be using the ADSY funding
generated from our 30-1/2 day funding sources provided by HB3 and if increased, use of the SCE funds will be considered.
The largest amount of our funding will be from the partnership we are continuing with the E3 Alliance RAISE-Up Texas
towards the improvement of instructional leadership and teacher development. We will be expanding these services to
also include focused instructional data digs and root cause analysis. These will be budgeted under 6200. We will continue
our leadership coaching sessions and widen it to include teacher leadership. professional learning to include our
instructional playbook to include the evaluation of what has been conducted during the 2020-2021 school years. We will
continue to work with E3 to create and train on a variety of instructional model and tools and providing the professional
development required to implement such models. While making use of the Effective Schools Framework, we will continue
our school improvement and student achievement efforts through a variety of planned activities with the support of E3.
The capacity building that we are focused on, and which will continue, was with E3 in developing the leadership team to
become instructional leaders and developing teacher leaders to assist. In a charter school, so many wear multiple hats and
the cross training and support of such is vital to the survival and improvement of the school.
We will continue to do campus cultural activities as well with other 3rd party vendors for restorative practices and including
more parental involvement pieces. We brought on a social worker this year and then internship candidates. Even with this
amount of support, this is new to LPS, and it has opened the eyes of many that we must "hit the heart, then the head" motto
of our superintendent. This level of transformational work can only happen when we all feel good. Continuing the work of
restorative practices will assist us all after this major, life changing pandemic we faced and will help us all take into account
the mental health needs we all have through SEL activities. So other pieces of our funding will continue to support this
work. We are in the process of establishing a food & clothing pantry to help our scholar families as well. As we look into
making use of our ESSER II & III funds, consideration to mental health needs to help with the acceleration of learning is in
the forefront. Such funds will also be combined with our grant funding to help 'spread the wealth' to ensure all program are
being maximized to reach all aspects of our scholars.
Payroll (6100) expenses will be for the development of building capacity of teacher leaders, weekend professional
development for extra duty pay activities, and paraprofessional pay for assisting in instructional practices design.
The feeder pattern, will be from our elementary classrooms to middle school. These will consist of somewhere around 20
classroom teachers, four instructional leaders, three specialists, paraprofessionals, and special population instructional team
members. This year, with the E3, 6 people were trained, we will expand that to develop the desired teacher leaders to at
least double that number.
The rest of the monies will be in supplies/materials under 6300. We will revamp the instructional support materials to be
more hands on and exploratory based. Some technological hardware and software will be acquired to meet the needs of
lower performance students. There will also be some use of the funds for professional development supplies and materials
to include books, texts, and some culture/climate materials for restorative.
Travel costs (object 6400) will be minimal but budgeted for mileage to and from campus/training site, consultant travel, etc.
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Budget Narrative, cont'd.
2. Describe how the LEA will align other Federal, State, and local resources to carry out the activities supported with funds received
under this grant.
We will be working this spring to better align some of our program pieces depending on funding sources. However, LPS,
being a small, single campus charter per se, has a deep history of supplementing programs through a variety of funding
sources. It is what charter schools are required to do to meet the program needs of their scholars and schools. While the
budget in general was collaboratively done with current data and available resources, we have no problem continuing to
monitor our funding sources and spending patters to ensure we are getting the "bang for our buck" our of every penny.
LPS will ensure that the alignment of all federally funded programs will enhance one another through funding of our Title I,
Part A through our CTE and CES funding sources. We plan on currently supporting the program with our ADSY funds as
well to ensure that the unfinished learning we have heard about and monitored with the commissioner of education will be
minimized through every effort our instructional program is making currently. Our superintendent has a vision that support
accelerated learning and feels that using the term remediation only stagnates students ability to move forward faster.
As needed our local funds will be utilized to support in any way possible. While these funds are somewhat restricted as a
public charter school, we will use every available resource to ensure we are doing all we can to make our scholars reach the
lofty and high goals we have created for ourselves as an institution of learning.
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Equitable Access and Participation
Check the appropriate box below to indicate whether any barriers exist to equitable access and participation for any groups
that receive services funded by this program.
The applicant assures that no barriers exist to equitable access and participation for any groups receiving services
funded by this program.
Barriers exist to equitable access and participation for the following groups receiving services funded by this grant, as
described below.

RFA #

Group

Barrier

Group

Barrier

Group

Barrier

Group

Barrier

SAS #
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Appendix I: Amendment Description and Purpose (leave this section blank when completing the initial application for funding)
An amendment must be submitted when the program plan or budget is altered for the reasons described in the
"When to Amend the Application" document posted on the Administering a Grant page. The following are required to
be submitted for an amendment: (1) Page 1 of the application with updated contact information and current
authorized official's signature and date, (2) Appendix I with changes identified and described, (3) all updated sections
of the application or budget affected by the changes identified below, and, if applicable, (4) Amended Budget
Request. Amendment Instructions with more details can be found on the last tab of the budget template.
You may duplicate this page

Reason for Amendment

Amended Section

RFA #
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